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Abstract—In recent years, the number of emails received
by an individual has been increasing, and the time required
for email triage (i.e., the process of going through unhandled
emails and deciding what to do with them) has therefore
been increasing. Golbeck et al. proposed TrustMail, which
is a prototype email client that prioritizes emails in user’s
mailbox utilizing a trust network (i.e., a social network
representing trust relationships among users). In this paper,
we extend the notion of TrustMail to allow robust message-
based prioritization using inter-recipient trusts, which are
(inferred) trust scores from the recipient to other recipients.
We propose a method called EMIRT (Estimating Message
Importance from inter-Recipient Trust) for enabling robust
message prioritization. We also evaluate the effectiveness of our
proposed EMIRT for estimating importance of emails through
experiments utilizing a large email corpus called Enron Email
Dataset. Consequently, we show that EMIRT realizes robust
email prioritization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number of emails received by an
individual has been increasing, and the time required for
email triage (i.e., the process of going through unhandled
emails and deciding what to do with them) has therefore
been increasing. For instance, it is reported that 16% of
employees in a corporation have spent one hour or more
per day just for email triage [1]. It is also reported that 46%
of employees, who receive 100 or more emails per day (i.e.,
heavy email users), have spent one hour or more per day
just for email triage [1].

On the contrary, trust information in a social network has
been becoming popular these days. For instance, in a social
networking service called Orkut [2], participants are allowed
to give trust scores to their acquaintances in four levels,
which are visible to other users. Also, in other services such
as Moleskiing [3] and FilmTrust [4], participants are allowed
to give trust scores to their acquaintances.

In [5], Golbeck et al. proposed TrustMail, which is a pro-
totype email client that prioritizes emails in user’s mailbox
utilizing a trust network (i.e., a social network representing
trust relationships among users). TrustMail is the pioneering
work in email triage utilizing a trust network. TrustMail
assumes that the trust network is accessible by the TrustMail;
i.e., trust scores from a person to his/her acquaintances are
registered, and those trust scores are available. When a user
receives an email from a stranger, TrustMail prioritizes the
email by inferring the trust score from the recipient to the
stranger (i.e., sender trust) utilizing the transitivity property
(i.e., if A trusts B and B trusts C, A should trust C) in a
trust network [5].

TrustMail has several clear advantages. TrustMail can pri-
oritize emails, whose senders are unknown by the recipient.
TrustMail can prioritize those emails by inferring trust scores
from the recipient to unknown senders by traversing a trust
network [5]. Also, TrustMail requires little configuration
burden on users; i.e., users are just required to update trust
scores of their acquaintances, which are not likely to change
frequently.

We believe an approach of TrustMail is novel yet there
remain several open issues. For instance, TrustMail adopts
a sender-based prioritization. If the sender trust cannot be
inferred (i.e., the recipient and the sender are not reachable
in the trust network), TrustMail cannot prioritize the email.
Moreover, inference error in the sender trust directly affects
the accuracy of the email prioritization. Namely, TrustMail
is robust against neither failure nor error in the sender trust
inference.

In this paper, we therefore extend the notion of Trust-
Mail to allow robust message-based prioritization using
inter-recipient trusts, which are (inferred) trust scores from
the recipient to other recipients. We propose a method
called EMIRT (Estimating Message Importance from inter-
Recipient Trust) for enabling robust message prioritization.
EMIRT can realize robust email prioritization not only using



the sender trust but also using the inter-recipient trusts.
We also evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed EMIRT
for estimating importance of emails through experiments
utilizing a large email corpus called Enron Email Dataset [6].
Consequently, we show that EMIRT realizes robust email
prioritization.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
introduces TrustMail and its algorithm for inferring the
sender trust (i.e., the trust score from the recipient to the
stranger). Our EMIRT, which realizes robust message-based
prioritization utilizing inter-recipients trusts, are presented in
Section III. Section IV is devoted for performance evaluation
of our proposed EMIRT through experiments utilizing a
large email corpus. Finally, Section V concludes this paper
and discusses future works.

II. TRUSTMAIL AND TRUST INFERRING ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce TrustMail [5] and its algo-
rithm for inferring the sender trust (i.e., the trust score from
the recipient to the stranger).

In [5], Golbeck et al. proposed TrustMail, which is
a prototype email client that prioritizes emails in user’s
mailbox utilizing a trust network (i.e., a social network
representing trust relationships among users). In TrustMail,
a trust network is represented as a weighted directed graph
G = (V,E). A link (i, j) with weight wi,j represents a trust
score from user i to user j. A weight wi,j ranges between 0
and 1, and 0 means user i does not trust user j. TrustMail
prioritizes emails even from strangers by inferring the sender
trust (i.e., trust scores of unknown senders) [5].

In what follows, we briefly explain the algorithm for
inferring a trust score from node s to node d using a trust
network. Figure 1 illustrates an example of trust inference
using a trust network. Refer to [5] for the details of the trust
inferring algorithm.

Basically, the trust score from node s to node d, T (s, d),
is inferred by recursively traversing the trust network using
a depth-first search (DFS) algorithm.

(1) Initialization
Make the originating node s be the current node i;
i ← s. The set of visited nodes S is initialized to
empty; S ← {}.

(2) Check acquaintances
If node i has a trust score to node d, return the
trust score wi,d. Namely, return wi,d as T (i, d) if
(i, d) ∈ E. Otherwise, proceed to the next step.

(3) Obtain trust scores from all unvisited neighbors

    s

a

  d

b

s trusts a s trusts c

c

c does not trust da trusts d

trust score from node s to node d,

T(s,d) is calculated as the weighted mean of 

trust scores obtained from neighbors 

return the trust score T(a,d) return the trust score T(c,d)

Figure 1: An example of trust inference using a trust net-
work

Ask all unvisited neighbors of node i to return their
trust scores for node d. Namely, for all nodes j’s
with (i, j) ∈ E and j /∈ S, obtain T (j, d)’s by
recursively performing the algorithm from the step
(2) with i← j. Add j’s to the set of visited nodes
S; S ← S ∪ {j}.

(4) Average trust scores
Calculate the weighted mean of trust scores ob-
tained from all unvisited neighbors, and terminate
the algorithm. Namely,

T (i, d) =
∑
j

wi,j T (j, d). (1)

Thus, if node s gives a trust score to node d (i.e., (s, d) ∈
E), T (s, d) is the trust score ws,d. If node d is not reachable
from node s (i.e., there exists no path from node s to node
d), T (s, d) = 0.

In [5], two algorithms, rounding algorithm and non-
rounding algorithm, are discussed since the authors only
focus on binary trust (i.e., trust or don’t trust). In the
rounding algorithm, T (i, d) obtained in the step (4) is
rounded to the nearest integer (i.e., 0 or 1). In the non-
rounding algorithm, T (s, d) is rounded to the nearest integer,
but other T (i, d)’s are not rounded.

In this paper, we use never-rounding algorithm for infer-
ring a continuous trust score from node s to node d. T (i, d)
is used as-is, i.e., T (i, d) in the step (4) is never rounded to
the nearest integer.



Table I
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS

symbol definition
m email
s sender of email m
r recipient of email m

R(m) set of recipients of email m
T (i, j) trust score from node i to node j

P (m, r) estimated importance of email m for recipient r

s

r1 r2 r3

other recipient

rn

sender of email m

s

recipient of email m

r

inter-recipient trusts

T(r,rn)

sender trust

T(r,s)
email

m

Figure 2: The meaning of each symbol

III. EMIRT (ESTIMATING MESSAGE IMPORTANCE FROM

INTER-RECIPIENT TRUST)

In this section, we propose a method called EMIRT
(Estimating Message Importance from inter-Recipient Trust)
for enabling robust message prioritization. The definition of
symbols used in this paper is summarized in Tab. I. Meaning
of those symbols is illustrated in Fig. 2.

EMIRT prioritizes an email based on the idea that the
higher the sender trust is and the higher the inter-recipient
trusts are, the more important the email should be. Email
has been widely used for multicast-style communications.
Hence, in many cases, we can utilize not only the sender
trust but also inter-recipient trusts (i.e., trust from the
recipient to other recipients). By utilizing multiple trust
scores, it is expected that EMIRT can realize robust email
prioritization.

Similarly to TrustMail, our EMIRT assumes that the trust
network is accessible. As discussed in [5], it is expected that
a trust network will be accessible in the future.

EMIRT prioritizes an email by inferring the trust scores
from recipient r to the other recipients rn, T (r, rn), and to

the sender s, T (r, s), from the trust network using the trust
inferring algorithm introduced in Section II. Other recipients
rn are known from the header (e.g., To and Cc fields) of the
email. Specifically, the importance of email m for recipient
r is given by

P (m, r) =
∑

ξr,sT (r, s) +
∑

ξr,rnT (r, rn), (2)

where ξr,s and ξr,rn are parameters determining the balance
between the sender trust score T (r, s) and inter-recipient
trust scores T (r, rn). Note that the trust score from recipient
r to himself/herself is defined as T (r, r) = 1.

Desired settings of those weights, ξr,s and ξr,rn , should be
dependent on several factors such as the objective of email
communication and the style of email usage. In this paper,
for simplicity, we use the following values.

ξr,s = ξr,rn =
1

1 + |R(m)|
(3)

In the above equation, 1 + |R(m)| denotes the number of
people involved in the email communications (i.e., sender
and recipients). Thus, the sender trust score and each of
inter-recipient trust scores are equally weighted.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Methodology

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed EMIRT for estimating importance of emails through
experiments utilizing a large email corpus called Enron
Email Dataset [6].

Enron Email Dataset contains 517,431 emails with head-
ers and body texts of 150 users in Enron Corporation. To
the best of our knowledge, Enron Email Dataset is the only
real corporate email dataset available to public, which has
been used for several researches [7]. Because of its size
and availability, Enron Email Dataset should be useful for
evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed EMIRT.

For evaluating the effectiveness of our proposed EMIRT,
we investigate the correlation between the estimated im-
portance of emails and the time-to-reply of emails. It is
expected that important emails are likely to be replied
quickly compared to non-important emails.

First, the time-to-reply for each email in Enron Email
Dataset is obtained. Since the Reply-To field is missing in
the header of emails in Enron Email Dataset, we analyze the
correspondence between the original email and the replying
email. Specifically, if a user receives an email and he/she
returns an email to the sender with the same subject with a
prefix Re:, those two emails are considered as the original
email and the replying email, respectively. The time-to-reply



Table II
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF INFERRED SENDER TRUST

AND ESTIMATED IMPORTANCE FOR EACH CATEGORY

inferred sender trust estimated importance

average
standard
deviation

average
standard
deviation

1 day 0.83 0.37 0.88 0.21
3 days 0.74 0.44 0.81 0.26
1 week 0.72 0.44 0.79 0.25

not replied 0.54 0.49 0.71 0.29

for the original email is obtained as the elapsed time between
receiving the original email and sending the replying email.

Second, the trust network (i.e., a social network represent-
ing trust relationships among users) among users in Enron
Email Dataset is obtained. The trust network is required to
infer the trust score among users. We assume the existence of
positive correlation between the trust score and the frequency
of email exchanges. Hence, the trust network is built from
the frequency of email exchanges among users. Specifically,
the trust network is created as a weighted directed graph
G = (V,E). A link is created from node i to node j if
no less than five emails are sent from user i to user j. All
weights of links are equally set to 1 for simplicity.

B. Results and Discussions

For investigating the correlation between the importance
of emails estimated with EMIRT and the time-to-reply of
emails, we classified emails into four categories based on
their time-to-reply (i.e., one day, three days, one week, and
not replied). We calculated the average and the standard
deviation of importance P (m, r)’s estimated with EMIRT
for each category. The average and the standard deviation
are shown in Tab. II. For comparison purpose, the average
and the standard deviation of inferred sender trusts for
each category are also shown in Tab. II. Note that the
inferred sender trust is equivalent to the metric used in
TrustMail for prioritizing emails except that TrustMail uses
either rounding or non-rounding algorithms whereas the
never-rounding algorithm is used in our experiments. In this
experiment, we randomly sampled 1,000 emails from emails
in each category.

From the average of inferred sender trusts and estimated
importance P (m, r)’s for each category, one can find that
both estimated importance with EMIRT and inferred sender
trusts succeed to appropriately prioritize emails. Wilcoxon
test with p = 0.05 [8] indicates that there exist significant
difference in these averages.

By comparing the standard deviations of inferred sender
trusts and estimated importance P (m, r)’s for each category,

one can find that the standard deviations of the inferred
sender trust are significantly larger than those of estimated
importance. Namely, EMIRT realizes robust email prioriti-
zation using inter-recipients trust.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a method called EMIRT
(Estimating Message Importance from inter-Recipient Trust)
enabling robust message prioritization. We have also evalu-
ated the effectiveness of our proposed EMIRT for estimating
importance of emails through experiments utilizing a large
email corpus called Enron Email Dataset. Consequently, we
have shown that EMIRT realizes robust email prioritization.

As future work, we are planning to extend our EMIRT to
include other factors than trust for improving the accuracy
of prioritization.
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